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Introduction

Q2 was a turning point in the ecommerce landscape. The effects of a
wider economic slowdown were not felt immediately by brands – but have
now become impossible to ignore. Take a deep dive into the trends and
opportunities for ecommerce brands in the July issue of The Readout.
Will Ashton
CEO, Nest Commerce

Change is in the air. And with all change
comes challenges and opportunities.
The beginning of the year was defined by
increasing competition on Meta platforms
and a corresponding surge in traffic costs
– and this trend continued into the start of
Q2. Yet as the quarter draws to a close, the
picture looks markedly different. So, what
happened?
This is largely driven by the wider economic
slowdown. The first brands to feel the impact
were VC-backed D2Cs, where cash quickly
dried up as pressure from investors shifted
from growth to profitability. The initial effect
of this has been cheaper traffic as some
brands pulled back from the auction, and by
June, competition started to decline.
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There remain issues with signal noise on
Meta platforms due to industry privacy
initiatives – but there are now clearer
strategies for success. Advertisers should
prioritise incrementality over in-platform
results to drive performance. Understanding
where new customers are coming from is
essential in the current landscape.
Looking forward, many consumers will
hold out for promotions for their Christmas
shopping this year. Brands will be forced to
discount and will potentially move earlier to
beat competition. An additional curveball is
that Black Friday coincides with the World
Cup in Qatar this November, bringing more
advertisers than ever to the auction.
There will be pressure on brands to cut
marketing spend throughout 2022 and
into 2023 – but in the current environment,
it is more important to be as efficient as
possible, and that means having the right
strategy in place. The lower platform costs
right now offer an opportunity for brands to
ensure their creative is delivering and to test
concepts over the summer before costs rise.
Those who pull back too much now will be
paying for it come Q4.
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KEY TRENDS

CPM falls after monthon-month climb

Decline in basket sizes
despite rising demand

Although Q2 showed increased traffic costs on aggregate, on a
month-to-month basis we actually saw a small reduction in CPM
in May and a sharp drop in June. This is likely the result of some
brands pulling back from the auction due to budget cuts driven by
economic slowdown.

Our data shows a slight reduction in AOV, but this is
counterbalanced by a greater decrease in competition and
increase in CVR, showing that consumer demand has softened
by a smaller degree than Meta costs have fallen. In other words,
appetite is higher but average basket sizes are down.

The result of this 12% decrease in CPM, as well as a 4% increase
in CVR, is cheaper traffic and subsequently CPA. The higher
conversion rate suggests consumer demand remains stable.

It is worth noting that AOV also declined in Q2 of 2021. It is too
early to tell if this is the impact of summer sales or the rising
cost of living, but this is one metric to watch in H2.

-12%

-11%

reduction in CPM between May and June

CPM month on month

AOV month on month

Apr 21
Apr 21

Jul 21

decline in AOV between May and June

Oct 21

Jan 22

Apr 22

Jul 21

Oct 21

Jan 22

Apr 22
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KEY TRENDS: FORMATS

Trend toward shortform video continues

Catalog ads cutting
through signal noise

The adoption of short-form video has grown significantly over the
past year – as TikTok grew to new heights and Meta developed its
own contender Reels.

Targeting has become more challenging since privacy initiatives
such as iOS 14. Despite these trends, catalog ads have seen
an increase in CTR of 25% since July 21 when it became widely
adopted.

Correspondingly, Stories spend has increased 182% YoY whilst CPM
has increased by 102%, and there is a shift towards Reels as a result.
Success on short-form video and UGC content will be key to
achieving performance on paid social as this trend accelerates.

+182%

This increase in CTR is likely the result of the algorithm focusing
more on in-platform signals to guide optimisation.
Discovery commerce is clearly able to cut through signal noise.

+25%

increase in stories spend YoY

Stories spend

Catalog CTR

Q2
Q2
2021

increase in catalog CTR YoY

Q3

Q4

Q1
2022

Q2

2021

Q3

Q4

Q1
2022

Q2
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KEY TRENDS: TARGETING

Broad audiences are
more efficient in 2022

Incrementality: know
your ad spend matters

Another impact of signal noise due to privacy initiatives is that broad
audiences now drive lower-cost traffic than interest or lookalike, with
29% lower CPC than interest and 48% lower than lookalike.

Platform reporting is wrong. Attribution models are frequently
wrong too. So, how can you know what is working?

Audience Liquidity clearly works well in 2022 – and brands no longer
have to focus as much on audience segmentation.
It is important to note that ad creative is especially important when
advertising to broad audiences.

-48%

Incrementality tests – also known as lift tests – show you the
value of your ads.
This method tells you the difference between running ads
and not running, and therefore how much you should and can
afford to buy users on any given platform.
These are the gold standard for testing and adjusting your paid
social strategy. In the current economic landscape, they are
essential for maximising business efficiency.

cost-per-click for broad demographic targeting vs lookalike

CPC vs audience type

Nest implements incrementality strategies across our portfolio
of clients and has done so for years, in coordination with the
Marketing Science team at Meta.
If you haven't run incrementality tests, you should do so right
away.
Just make sure your team has the right experience.
Luke Jonas, CCO, Nest Commerce

Interest CPC

Lookalike CPC

Broad CPC
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Static ads perform well
despite trends to video
Creative remains the most significant optimisation lever for
performance on paid social.
In Q2, static ads delivered a 34% higher CTR and 39% higher CVR
than video ads, highlighting the efficiency of static creative to drive
performance despite current trends toward short-form video.
Whether you are using static, video or DPA and DABA, there is
a real benefit to using all the different tools in the creative arsenal.

+34%

click-through rate for static ads vs video ads

Static ads vs video ads CTR

within some degree of confidence

Static ads CTR

Video ads CTR
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KEY TRENDS: AD CREATIVE

Higher conversion rate
for ‘sustainability’
‘Sale’ messaging continued to deliver the best ROAS, which as a
trend is likely to continue as purse strings are tightened.
In second place was ‘quality’, which unsurprisingly leads to
a much higher AOV. Advertising longevity will be important in
justifying purchases in the current economic landscape.
Despite lower CTR and ROAS, ‘sustainability’ messaging drove
the highest CVR, suggesting that this messaging ecourages
eco-conscious customers to make a purchase.

+62%

higher conversion rate for ‘sustainability’ messaging

CVR vs messaging

within some degree of confidence

Sustainability CVR

Average CVR
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What’s happening
on Meta?
CPM
CPM increased globally in Q2 by 27% YoY
and 13% QoQ. Increases were smaller in
the US and UK compared to ROW, which
increased 24% QoQ. This indicates that
more brands are advertising internationally.

Q2

Q3

2021

+27%
+13%

Q4

Q1

CTR
CTR has been fairly stable globally.
However, the picture differs at the market
level with UK and ROW showing positive
increases. This is not the case in the US,
where it has decreased significantly.

Q2

2022

Q2

Q3

2021

YoY
QoQ

+4%
-1%

Q4

Q1

CPC
Traffic has become more expensive across
all markets - but for different reasons. In UK
and ROW this is mostly due to higher CPM,
whilst in the US it is driven by reduced CTR.
ROW remains the most cost-efficient.

Q2

2022

Q2

Q3

2021

YoY
QoQ

+22%
+13%

Q4

Q1

Q2

2022

YoY
QoQ
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Market breakdown
UK
CPM

+21% YoY
+3% QoQ

CTR

+12% YoY
+2% QoQ

CPC

+8% YoY
+1% QoQ

US
CPM

ROW
+3% YoY

CPM

+3% QoQ
CTR

-29% YoY

+24% QoQ
CTR

-17% QoQ
CPC

+46% YoY
+24% QoQ

+25% YoY
+10% YoY
+6% QoQ

CPC

+14% YoY
+16% QoQ
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Opportunities

Creative is your key lever to drive performance
In Q2, Nest Studio creative achieved a 25% lower
cost-per-click, as well as 83% higher conversion rate and
110% higher return on ad spend, when compared to brandproduced creative.

TikTok offers scale for
brands with low AOV

Build for the 999 that
don't convert

TikTok continues its
massive growth in users.

Producing great ad
creative isn’t just important
for performance, it also has
a significant impact
on brand awareness.

It is harder for brands
to drive performance
here compared to Meta
platforms, but it does offer
a significant opportunity
for brands with low AOV
and those that target
younger audiences.
Lo-fi, original content
works well with its users,
especially user-generated
content.

The more you can leverage
awareness with your ads,
the better results you will
get from ‘organic sales’ or
lower CPA in the future.

In the current environment, having increased efficiency in
media buy is essential. What is the best way to achieve this?
Creative.
To help brands achieve here, we are now offering our paid
social creative service Nest Studio as a stand-alone product.

Prepare for shake-ups from Meta
From the shift towards full-screen video on Instagram to
potential algorithm changes towards audience selection
and investment in Shops Ads to mitigate signal loss, you
should expect big changes to come from Meta.
Brands should be testing on Reels, as the current trend
towards short-form video is only likely to continue as Meta
serves more impressions and improves monetisation.
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The Nest Index is a paid social index that
draws on aggregated data from our portfolio
of ecommerce clients. It’s used by our
teams daily to benchmark your brand’s
performance and uncover what’s working,
what’s not, what you should do differently
and where you need to be bolder.

40+

ecommerce brands

70%

prospecting campaigns

914m

impressions
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Our clients
Nest's portfolio of ecommerce clients use a range of conversion and catalogbased campaigns, and most run campaigns in several markets. They also skew
towards prospecting campaigns, rather than retargeting campaigns, with 70%
of total spend in Q2 assigned to prospecting campaigns.
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About Nest
Nest Commerce is a paid social performance
and creative agency that brings a bold
perspective to brands such as Ted Baker,
ME+EM and Crew Clothing. With the Nest
Index of over 40 ecommerce brands behind
us, we show you the bigger picture.
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Contact
Want to see how your paid social
metrics measure up? Compare your
performance to your peers and discuss
your strategy today, get in touch:
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Subscribe
Brands know more and grow more
with Nest’s weekly ecommerce news
and exclusive paid social trends.
Sign up here

info@nestcommerce.co

Let’s talk
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